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Abstract— Power transmission lines with undersea HVDC 
cables are an interesting technological solution for the supply of 
electrical energy to islands. The accumulation of space charge 
inside the dielectric layer of a HVDC cable is one of the most 
important issue to be considered in the design stage and during 
the operating conditions. The separation of space charge is due 
to several factors including the dependence on temperature of 
the electrical conductivity of the insulation and the 
establishment of a thermal gradient under load conditions. This 
research is focused on the space charge accumulation 
phenomenon in an HVDC cable immersed partly in water and 
partly in air. Due to the high difference in thermal conductivity 
between the conductor and the insulation, the axial heat 
conduction near the interface can play an important role in 
locally increasing the thermal gradient. The main goal of this 
research is to investigate the impact of this phenomenon on the 
electric field distribution. Moving cable-water-air interface is 
considered, with time varying sinusoidal law. This study has 
been carried out by means of a 2-D thermal and electrical model 
of a HVDC cable developed in time domain in Matlab®. The 
results show the establishment of an electrical field peak near 
the water-air interface due to an increased thermal gradient in 
this area. 

Keywords— HVDC, cables, space charge, thermal rating, 
PEA, sustainable islands 

I. INTRODUCTION 
To date, particularly in the case of power transmission 

over long distances, HVDC extruded cables are among the 
most widely used technological solution. This is due to 
several reasons such as the lower costs, the better social 
acceptability and the performances respect to other solutions. 
Once certain distance limits are exceeded, the choice of an 
HVDC cable line is the only solution for undersea electric 
energy transmission.  Compared to other types of HVDC 
cables, one of the main advantages related to the use of 
extruded cables lies in higher mechanical performance and 
the capability of the insulation to withstand higher operating 
temperatures. On the other hand, it has been demonstrated 
that, unlike in HVAC, the electrical stress at which the 

insulation of an HVDC cable has to withstand does not 
depends only on the voltage [1]. During the normal operating 
conditions, the temperature drop over the dielectric thickness 
in HVDC cables leads to the accumulation of space charge 
until the spatial slope of the radial component of the electric 
field is reversed. This phenomenon is essentially due to the 
variability of the electrical conductivity of the insulation with 
exponential law with respect to temperature [2]. Under load, 
the conductivity of the insulation near the inner surface can 
be up to three order of magnitude higher than that in 
proximity of the outer surface. 

Beside the consequences of the onset of a thermal 
gradient, other phenomena concur to the accumulation of 
space charge, such as the injection from the electrodes, the 
trapping and de-trapping of electrons and ions [3-5]. 
However, it has been shown that, as the radial thermal 
gradient in the dielectric increases, the space charge density 
grows up until it leads to invert the spatial slope’ sign of the 
radial electric field distribution with respect to that occurring 
under no load or alternating voltage. Once exceeded a certain 
thermal gradient threshold, the position where the maximum 
electric field is reached moves from the inner to the outer 
interface between the dielectric and the semiconductive layer. 
In this scenario, the maximum electric field value may exceed 
that occurring under unloaded conditions [6].   

The eventual achievement of electric field values higher 
than the rated ones can cause partial discharges [7-8] with 
consequent aging of the insulation and its breakdown [9]. The 
aging of the insulation layer can also be caused by thermal 
cycles that can degrade the crystalline lattice. This can lead 
to an appreciable modification of macroscopic physical 
properties, namely thermal and electrical conductivity. This 
can accentuate the above-mentioned phenomenon of reversal 
of the electric field profile [10]. 

To date, the space charge distribution in the cross section 
of an HVDC cable can be measured by means of the Pulsed 
Electroacoustic (PEA) method [11-12]. This technique, as 
well as thermal methods, has been widespread used by many 

 



researchers on cables and mini-cables in presence of a 
thermal gradient obtained by heating the conductor [13-16]. 
The effects on HVDC cables of several transients, namely 
overvoltage and polarity reversal, are strictly related to the 
establishment of thermal gradient over the thickness of the 
insulation [17-18].  

Hitherto, many researchers have focused their attention to 
the effect of the thermal gradient on the distribution of the 
electric field. Most part of these studies are based on an 
unidimensional characterization of the temperature 
distribution over the insulation layer obtained in accordance 
with the IEC 60287 standards [19-21]. In this case, the 
approach is based on a one-dimensional calculation of 
thermal resistances and, therefore, it does not take into 
account the axial thermal conduction. This is because, under 
AC voltage, the thermal rating is based only on the highest 
temperature reached into the conductor and, in some cases, 
on the outer cable’ surface. On the contrary, as mentioned 
above, the temperature drop over the insulation thickness 
plays an important role in determining the stress condition to 
which the cable is subjected. In addition, it should be noted 
that the current rating of HVDC cables at voltages higher than 
5 kV is not covered by a dedicated IEC standard. The Cigrè 
brochure 640 [22] pays attention to this lack and to the need 
of considering the effect of the thermal drop over the 
insulation layer in the current rating of HVDC cables. The 
same brochure emphasizes that the longitudinal heat flow 
through the cables can play an important role in the rating 
where axial discontinuity elements bring to a variation of the 
outgoing radial heat flux. In order to take into account the 
axial heat transfer in joint bays, some researchers have 
proposed a 3D FEM model [23-25].  

It has been shown that the weight of the space charge 
contribution in the insulation of HVDC cables due to the 
thermal gradient, compared to that due to other factors such 
as the injection of charge from the electrodes, increases with 
the cable diameter [26]. On the other hand, the thicker the 
insulation layer, the less effective the space charge 
measurement methods are. For this reason, at the state of the 
art, the assessment of these phenomena in large size HVDC 
cables by means of simulations can offer information that can 
be added to those obtainable from measurements on sample 
or less thick cables.  

This research is part of a larger study on the distribution 
of the electric field within HVDC cables with varying thermal 
and electrical stress condition. In particular, the effect of the 
variation of the heat exchange conditions at the external 
boundary of the cable along its axial coordinate has been 
studied. In previous works, the authors have shown the effect 
of a fixed water-air interface [27,28]. In this work, the 
consequences of a moving cable-water boundaries are 
considered in order to simulate the effect of the waves on a 
cable immersed partly in water and partly in air. In addition, 
the effect of a load increase with a step function in the middle 
of the simulated transitory has been assessed.  

In Fig. 1, a simplified schematic of the phenomenon 
deepen in this paper is shown. In a cable, the thermal 
conductivity of the conductor is up to three orders of 
magnitude higher than that of the insulation. As will be 
discussed in the following sections, under certain conditions, 
this can lead the axial heat transfer through the conductor to 
prevail on the radial heat conduction through the dielectric 
layer. In presence of an abrupt variation in the heat exchange 
conditions at the boundary along the cable axis, the conductor 
in the cold section will be heated up by the conductor in the 
hot one by means of thermal conduction along the cable axis. 
On the contrary, the outermost part of the cable in the cold 
portion will reach almost the same temperature as the 
medium in which the cable is immersed. In other words, the 
heat can be mainly transmitted axially through the conductor 
and not through the insulation. This leads the temperature 
difference between the inner and outer surfaces of the 
dielectric layer to reach a peak value in the cold part just 
below the interface between the two mediums in which the 
cable is immersed.  

As it will be shown in section III, in a typical large size 
HVDC cable, the radial thermal resistance of the insulation is 
equal to the axial one of the conductor, for segments of about 
0.5 m. Therefore, the above phenomenon can occur even if the 
interface position changes over time up to cover a range of 
about 1-2 m length. In this paper, a displacement of the 
interface within a range of 0.6 m has been considered. The 
above-described scenario can occur, for example, when an 
undersea HVDC cable emerges from the water. In this case, 
the outer surface of the cable is subjected to a strong variation 
of the external temperatures and of the convective heat 
exchange coefficients in the axial direction.  

 
Figure 1. Simplified scheme of the phenomenon 



A sharp change along the axis of external thermal 
conditions could also occur in other scenarios, such as 
crossing another power cable, proximity to heat sources or the 
presence of cold streams.  

In order to study the above-described phenomenon taking 
into account the axial heat transfer and its effects on the 
accumulation of space charge and on the modification of the 
electric field radial profile, a 2-D axial symmetric numerical 
model has been implemented in Matlab®. The model used for 
this work is described in the second section, whilst, in the third 
section, the results of the simulation are presented. The 
findings of this study are discussed in the fourth section and 
the conclusions are presented in the fifth section. 

II. 2-D COUPLED ELECTRO-THERMAL NUMERICAL 
MODEL  

The 2-D axial symmetric adopted coupled electro-thermal 
numerical model is based on the hypothesis that the 
temperature, the radial component of the electric field and the 
electric current can vary only with the radius and the axial 
coordinate. The typical stratigraphy of an undersea HVDC 
cable is reproduced in accordance with the geometry shown in 
Fig. 2. With reference to the same figure, the conductor and 
the wire screen have been modeled as equivalent 
homogeneous materials considering a filling factor. 

For each layer, the properties of the material are defined in 
accordance with the table of material properties of IEC 60287-
2-1 and IEC 853-2 standards. In particular, density, specific 
heat and thermal conductivity are used in the thermal model 
as well as permittivity and electrical resistivity at 20 °C define 
the material in the electric model. The electrical resistivity of 
the conductive material is calculated as a function of the 
temperature in order to upgrade, at each time step, the thermal 
power generation by Joule effect. On the contrary, an 
exponential relation is used for the estimation of the electrical 
conductivity of the dielectric depending on the temperature 
and the electric field: 

σ(T,E) = σ0 exp[a(T-T0) + b(E-E0)]   (1) 

where σ(T,E) is the electrical conductivity of the dielectric 
at the temperature T and under the electrical field E, σ0 is the 
electrical conductivity at the temperature T0 equal to 20°C and 
under the electrical field E0 equal to 0 V/m. The coefficients a 
and b are respectively the thermal and electrical dependence 
coefficients for the conductivity. As reported in literature, the 
value of b can be expressed as a function of the temperature. 
The values indicated in the reference [14] have been fitted 
with the following equation: 

b = c(T-T0)2 + d(T-T0) + e  (2) 

where c, d and e are the obtained constants depending on 
the material. 

A time dependent current flows into the conductor 
producing a volumetric thermal power source depending also 
on its temperature dependent electric conductivity. The 
electric conduction through the insulation layer’s thickness 
generates a thermal power density that is considered in the 
thermal model. This quantity is calculated at each time 
iteration of the model by considering the electrical 
conductivity defined by equation (1) and the radial current 
density J defined below.  

 

 

 
Figure 2. Typical HVDC cable – figure reproduced from [11] 

A convective heat exchange condition is applied to the 
outer surface. Furthermore, a time dependent DC voltage is 
applied between the conductor and the screen covering the 
outer semiconductive layer.  

In this case study, the voltage is considered constant whilst 
the current is kept constant until the middle of the simulated 
time range after which it passes to a higher constant value 
through a step function. For a given cable, the input data of 
the model are the applied voltage, the electric current, the 
convective heat transfer coefficient and the external 
temperature.  

The first step of the electrical section of the model is to 
consider a guess distribution of radial electric field satisfying 
the following equations: 

   (3) 

  (4) 

where V is the voltage over the insulation layer, E is the 
electric field, ρ is the space charge density, ε0 and εr are the 
relative and void permittivities respectively, r is the radius, z 
is the axial coordinate and t is the time. At the beginning of 
the transient, ρ is equal to zero. The electric field profile at the 
first iteration is similar to that occurring under an AC voltage 
in analogous conditions. Then the radial current density J is 
calculated from the Ohm’s law for the current density: 

  (5) 

where σ is calculated from the equation (1) considering the 
local temperature at the current time. Once known the current 
density field over the insulation layer, the space charge density 
can be calculated by applying the current continuity law:  

  (6) 

Finally, the electric field radial distribution can be updated 
by resolving the equations (3) and (4).  

The time dependent temperature distribution is calculated 
from the discretization of transient conductive heat transfer 
law expressed in cylindrical coordinates:  
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where k(r) is the thermal conductivity, T(r,t) is the 
temperature, q’’’(r,t) is the thermal power density, Rho(r) is 
the mass density, C(r) is the specific heat and t is time. The 
above differential equations have been discretized by means 
of the finite differences’ method applied to a structured mesh 
grid. Because the axial symmetry of the model, a flux equal to 
zero is set at r = 0 and at the axial boundaries. The continuity 
of heat flux is set at the interfaces between different materials. 

III. THE ROLE OF THE CABLE’ SIZE 
As mentioned above, this paper is focused on the 

evaluation of the electric field peak reachable near the 
interface between two mediums in which an HVDC cable 
could be immersed. As described above, this value depends 
on the geometry of the cable, the properties of the materials 
of which it is composed and the external mediums’ 
properties. In order to describe this phenomenon from a more 
general point of view, for a certain cable, the ratio between 
the axial and the radial thermal resistances can be considered. 
The thermal conductivity of the core is typically two order of 
magnitude higher than that of the insulating material. 
Therefore, the axial thermal resistance can be approximated 
as which of the conductor RA that can be calculated as 
follows: 
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  (8) 
Where l is the length of the cable section, kcond is the 

thermal conductivity of the conductor material, dcond is the 
diameter of the conductor and f is its filling factor.  

The radial thermal resistance RR of the dielectric can be 
estimated as follows:  

𝑅2 =
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)

60.)%)&*
   (9) 

Where dext is the outer diameter of the dielectric and kdiel 
is its thermal conductivity. By setting (RA = RR), it is possible 
to find a value of l such that the axial thermal resistance is 
equal to the radial one: 
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Where: 
𝑚 = ln	(𝑦)𝑑;<=/6 𝑓  (11) 

Where: 

  𝑦 = /&'(
/"#$%

  (12) 

Where leq is the length of a cable’ segment where the axial 
and the radial thermal resistances are equals. The values of m 
and leq grow up with the diameter of the conductor and with 
the ratio y as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 

The aptitude of a cable to be subjected to local electric 
field peaks related to axial thermal conduction could be 
defined by the above parameter leq that only depends on the 
characteristics of the cable. In other words, the higher is the 
value of leq, the higher is the ratio between axial and radial 
thermal resistances. Therefore, in the case of abrupt 
variations in the heat exchange conditions with the axial 
coordinate, as leq grows, the peak in the temperature drop over 
the insulation thickness increases.  

 
Figure 3. Geometric factor m vs conductor diameter at different values of 

ratio y and f = 0.9 

 
Figure 4. Characteristic length for the axial conduction l vs geometric 

parameter m 
 

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 
As already underlined, a 2-D axial-symmetric numerical 

scheme in cylindrical coordinates, has been adopted. The 
effect of axially variable thermal boundary conditions has 
been investigated by considering a cross section of HVDC 
cable with a length of 10 m. At the cable’s outer surface, a 
convective heat exchange has been considered, whilst, at the 
axial boundaries, an adiabatic condition has been applied. A 
sensibility analysis has demonstrated that the increase of the 
domain’s axial length does not modify the results. Therefore, 
in order to optimize the calculation effort, the length of the 
modeled cable’ segment has been limited to 10 m whilst the 
axial discretization has been optimized. 

The main geometric parameters and the boundary 
conditions used in the simulation, are listed in Table I. A 
copper conductor and a XLPE insulation material have been 
considered. A moving cable-water-air boundary is 
considered. In particular, the water and the air outside the 
cable, change over time with a sinusoidal law around the 
middle of the segment, with a period equal to 20 s and a peak-
to-peak value equal to 0.6 m. This is accomplished by using 
the appropriate convective heat exchange condition on the 
external boundary of the cable. The duration of the transient 
is set equal to 48 h. An electric current equal to 1200 A 
flowing inside the conductor is set for the first 24 hours; then 
a current equal to 1920 A, corresponding to the rated value at 
90 °C, is set for the second half of the transient. 



TABLE I.  CABLES PROPERTIES AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS  

Duration of the transient [h]  48  
Conductor material  Copper  
Insulation material  XLPE  

Conductor radius [mm] 20 
Cable external radius [mm]  63  
Insulation thickness [mm] 30 

Semiconductive layers thickness [mm] 1.0 
Cable length [m]  10  

Section immersed in air  
[m]  

From 5 ± 0.3 to 10   

Section immersed in water [m] From 0 to 5 ± 0.3  
Wave period of the moving interface [s] 20 

Water temperature [°C]  15  
Water convective heat exchange 

coefficient [W/(m^2K)]  
100  

Air temperature [°C]  25  
Air convective heat exchange coefficient  

[W/(m^2K)]  
8  

Voltage [kV]  510  
Current [A]  From 0 to 24 h: 1200 A 

From 24 to 48 h: 1920 A  
 

Typical values of convection coefficients for calm air and 
water are considered. The section immersed in water, which 
from now on called as “cold segment”, is cooled by water at 
a temperature of 15 °C with a convective exchange 
coefficient of 100 W/(m^2K). The remaining cable portion, 
which from now on referred as “hot segment”, is cooled by 
air with a temperature of 25 °C and the convective exchange 
coefficient is set to 8 W/(m^2K). 

The voltage and the current are applied with a step 
function immediately when the simulation starts. In Fig. 5, 
the temperature drop over the insulation thickness at the end 
of the transient is shown, as a function of the axial coordinate. 
As it can be observed, the maximum temperature drop is 
reached in the cold segment just below the average level of 
the interface. The presence of the interface seems to influence 
a section of the cable with a length of approximately 6 m. 
With reference to previous articles of the authors, it can be 
stated that a moving sea level leads to increase the length of 
cable section subjected to the effect of the axial conduction 
and decrease the amplitude of the peak in the radial thermal 
gradient. In this case study, the entity of the radial thermal 
gradient reaches about a +14% with respect to the value in 
deep waters and +2.3% with respect to the value immersed in 
air. Due to the increase of the conductor electrical resistivity 
at high temperature a higher thermal power generation in the 
cable core in the hot region leads the radial temperature drop 
to greater values in the hot region. During load transients, the 
temperature drop over the radius never exceeds the maximum 
value achieved in steady state at rated conditions. On the 
other hand, as illustrated in the Fig. 6, the temperature drop 
is concentrated near the conductor during the first hours after 
the load increase. As shown in the Fig. 7, this leads the space 
charge density near the inner semiconductive layer to reach a 
peak during the first hours after the load abrupt increase. In 
this figure, the space charge distribution at the average 
interface level over the time is shown. The results show that 
the highest concentrations of space charge lay in proximity of 
the interfaces between the dielectric and the semiconductive 
layers. This is because the abrupt variation in permittivity. To 

emphasize the role of the space charge accumulation within 
the bulk of the dielectric, the peaks at the boundaries of the 
dielectric layer have been removed from the illustration. As 
it can be noticed, the growth in load causes the inversion of 
slope of the space charge profile because of the increased 
electrical conductivity of the dielectric at higher 
temperatures. The space charge profile depends on both the 
temperature drop and its average value. The former term 
prevails at low loads whilst the latter dominates when the 
current tends to its rated value.  

In other words, the higher the load, the higher the space 
charge accumulated near the cooler interface with the outer 
semiconductive layer. Furthermore, as mentioned above, in 
Fig. 7, a local and transient peak in space charge density can 
be seen immediately after the increase in load in proximity of 
the inner semiconductive layer.  

As it can be seen in Fig. 8, the aforementioned local and 
transient peak in space charge density close to the inner 
semiconductive layer does not cause an analogous behavior 
of the electric field distribution. At the beginning of the 
transient, the electric field vs radius profile assumes an 
hyperbolic pattern with maximum value in proximity of the 
inner surface. After approximately 4 h, this pattern has been 
definitively modified from the accumulation of space charge 
inside the dielectric and an equilibrium is reached with the 
maximum value reached near the outer surface. Immediately 
after the abrupt increase in load, the amount of space charge 
grows further leading the maximum electric field at the outer 
surface to overcome the initial maximum value reached at the 
inner boundary.  

 
Figure 5. Temperature difference vs axial coordinate at the end of the 

transient t = 48 h 

 
Figure 6. Radial temperature distribution at the average interface level after 

the load increase from t = 24 h 



 
Figure 7. Radial space charge distribution at the average interface level 

vs time 

 
Figure 8. Electric field distribution at the average interface level vs time 

In Figs. 9-11, the radial electric field distributions at 
different time steps and in different axial positions are shown. 
At the end of the simulated transient, the maximum electric 
field is reached on the outer surface of the dielectric layer for 
all the cross sections. As found in the authors’ previous works 
in the case of a fixed interface between the fluids outside the 
cable, the maximum electric field value is reached just below 
the air-water average interface level [27-28]. 

For the simulated case study, this value is equal to 42.3 
kV/mm and exceeds of 3 % the maximum electric field in the 
sections immersed in air, where the peak is equal to 41.1 
kV/m. In the part of the cable immersed in water, at 5 m from 
the average interface level, the maximum electric field value 
is equal to 37.7 kV/mm. 

In Figs. 12 and 13, the two profiles show the space charge 
spatial distribution in the middle and at the end of the 
transient, respectively.  As mentioned above, at low loads, the 
space charge accumulation is dominated by the temperature 
drop. As it can be seen from the Figs. 12 and 13, the effect of 
the axial thermal conduction is more evident at the end of the 
transient than after the first 24 hours. Once reached the first 
steady state after 24 h from the beginning, the peak in space 
charge density is reached just below the average interface 
level and exceed its maximum value in the air-immersed 
region by 2.3 %. This percentage reaches the value of 5.6 % 
at the end of the transient. 

 
Figure 9. Inversion of the slope of the electric field profile – just below the 

interface 

 
Figure 10. Inversion of the electric field profile – section immersed in air 

 

 
Figure 11. Inversion of the electric field profile – section immersed in 

water 



In Figs. 14 and 15, the two profiles illustrate the electric 
field distribution over the radial and axial coordinates of the 
cable. The electric field depends on the applied voltage and it 
is influenced by the space charge accumulation. As it can be 
observed in the figures, as well as the space charge density, 
the maximum values of the electric field are reached just 
below the average interface level.  

After the first 24 h from the beginning, the peak in the 
electric field overcomes by 6.3% its maximum value in the 
air-immersed region. This percentage reaches the value of 
2.0% at the end of the transient. It can therefore be stated that 
the effects of axial thermal conduction on electric field peaks 
decrease as the load grows up. 

The radial profile of the electric field established in a 
loaded cable could be seen as the sum of two contributions. 
At the electrostatic field distribution obtainable under 
equivalent alternating voltage, should be summed the 
“residual field” related to the accumulation of space charge. 
The latter can be considered as the electric field remaining at 
the instant immediately after the grounding of the cable. As a 
consequence of the equations (3) and (4), this “residual field” 
assumes negative values in proximity of the inner surface of 
the dielectric layer and positive ones at the outer boundary. 
This can lead to a greater risk of failure during reverse 
polarity events. This risk can be amplified from the effect of 
the axial thermal conduction that increase the maximum 
absolute values of the residual electric field reached at the 
boundaries of the dielectric. 

 

Figure 12. Space charge spatial distribution - t = 24 h 

 

Figure 13. Space charge spatial distribution - t = 48 h 

 

Figure 14. Electric field spatial distribution - t = 24 h 

 
Figure 15. Electric field spatial distribution - t = 48 h 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, the effect of axial variable external thermal 

conditions on HVDC cables is investigated.  The study has 
been carried out by means of numerical simulations 
performed by means of a coupled electro-thermal model in 
time domain.  A segment of a cable has been considered half 
in water and half in air in order to evaluate the effect of the 
axially varying external heat exchange conditions on the 
radial thermal gradient. The variations in heat convective 
exchange coefficient and external temperature lead to the 
establishment of a peak in the thermal drop over the 
insulation thickness just below the interface. This study 
shows a strong influence of the water-air interface on the 
space charge levels and on the electric field spatial profile in 
HVDC cables. Unlike previous works of the authors, where 
a fixed interface had been considered, in this case, a moving 
water level and a load transient have been simulated. By a 
comparison between the results of the different analysis, it 
can be concluded that the thermal axial conduction leads to 
lower peaks in the electric stress in the case of moving 
interface. This maximum value is reached just below the 
average interface level. The role of the axial thermal 
conduction in determining danger conditions in terms of 
electric field peaks is reduced as the load increases, when 
other phenomena prevail. 



The results offered in this paper are indicatives and 
referred to a specified case study. As shown by Pilgrim et al., 
analogous phenomena can be observed in other conditions in 
which the heat exchange in HVDC cables and accessories 
cannot be modeled as one-dimensional. This article attempts 
to offer a contribute to generally define the aptitude of a cable 
to be subjected to local peaks in electric stress due to the axial 
thermal conduction. With this purpose, a parameter 
depending only on the cable’s geometry and materials has 
been defined. Other research in this direction can be carried 
out for the evaluation of the electric field distribution near 
joints, hot points along the cable length or proximity with 
other cables. The model used in this research assumes that the 
separation of space charge inside a dielectric layer is 
exclusively due to the variation of electrical conductivity 
with temperature and electric field. Other phenomena 
contribute to the accumulation of space charge within the 
insulation layer of an HVDC cable and this can lead to 
quantitatively different results from those obtained in this 
research. These phenomena can be partly considered through 
bipolar charge transport models [29]. However, this approach 
requires a higher calculation effort compared to that needed 
from the model described in this paper. The latter has the 
main intent of obtaining a suitable thermo-electrical model 
for portions of cable several meters long.  

Finally, the results of this research show that the presence 
of abrupt variations in the heat exchange conditions outside 
an HVDC cable act increasing the level of the electric field 
and should be carefully taken into account. 
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